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DON’T FUCKING READ THIS!
I even asked nicely, what the hell is wrong with you? I take
it back, read this, you unworthy dangling turd, you might learn
something utterly useless.You’re welcome.
Alright UCSD I’ve heard your cries, and I’m giving in.You were
right. Political incorrectness in The Koala stops right now. Right
along with insensitivity, profanity, being offensive, obscene, lewd,
and crude. Gone, gone, gone, gone, gone! Right out the window.
The kind, tender souls that inhabit this “Heaven on Earth” we
call a campus are not ready for the world outside of UCSD, let
alone the world outside. I mean, have you taken a look around
your lecture halls, Price Center, or Library Walk? The college
student is no more. Replaced by pale coddled youths, fresh faced
and starry eyed, wrapped in the warm, wet blanket of disillusion
– the entirety of their beings insulated from reality.
Hiding in dorms, Geisel, the bathroom stalls in our dorms,
and in Geisel the modern college student believes they are in
a relatively safe place. Safe from what you might ask? Safe from
everything. There are no more skateboards, for they might
scrape their knees. There are no more books, for they might get
a paper cut. There are no more ears, for they might be spoiled
with words they won’t know how to handle. What do these
quivering meatbags not know? Well, I’ll be the first one to tell
you. They don’t know that we, The Koala are out there. We
will scrape your knees, we will give you paper cuts, and you bet
your sweet ass we’re going to spoil your ears. Heck, I may even
spoil my own ears, whatever the fuck that means. The truth in the
world is being lost, lost on our very own campus, and The Koala
has taken the noble initiative to spread your legs, and spread the
gospel. Starting today I lead the charge to change what must be
changed. I will personally come into your bathroom stalls, into
your study rooms, hide inside your greasy Panda Express boxes,
and plastic baggies filled with adderall. We Koalas will be found in
your pillow cases, your friend’s pillow cases, the pillow cases you
just considered buying because you aren’t sure if we are really in
your pillow cases. We are.You are no longer safe, UCSD.
You might be asking yourself, how can I help such a cause?
Where can I buy pillow cases you have not soiled? First, good
questions. Second, we’ve soiled all the pillow cases. Third, I’ll let
you know, the answer is already in your hands. As your eager
eyes skim this paragraph let your brain become aware of the
best decision you’ve made in your short little shit-stain of a life –
you picked up a copy of The Koala. Fourth, did you know I could
count this high? Fifth, we’ve taken a page from the books of our
favorite holy texts and have started sacrificing shit and drinking
lots of alcohol. Actually, we always drink lots of alcohol. So come
to a meeting and we’ll give you a personal, hearty fuck you.
Do a little dance, make a little love, and get down tonight,
Gabriel L. Cohen
Editor-in-Chief
The Motherfucking Koala

Love objectifying women as much as we do?
Join the Motherfucking Koala!
Send your Koala Boobs to
editor@thekoala.org. The most succulent
pair will be featured in our next issue.

The Koala has NEVER stopped meeting on
Fridays at 4:20. We’re looking for artists, writers,
and other fuckin’ weirdos who have something
to say, so come find us at Home Plate!
The Koala
The Mothafuckin’ G.A.B.E.
Gabriel L. Cohen
Donald Trump’s Hair Stylists
Rosa Park$, Michael J. Cocks, TheWhitestKidYouKnow
The Blacker Student Union
General Lee, MasterQueef, Heywood Jablome, Japanese Schoolgirl 3,
conhore
Hoverboard Enthusiasts
Mark Fukerberg, Aligator Fuckhouse, Futomara, SlowIsSmooth,
ElderYoung, BlackFather, SLAY
Executed Oregon Students
SDSU, WayDownLo, Mr. Rogers, lil rubez, CoolNegro, oh hai, Big Dick
Rick, subslut69, Groknar, Davey G, Stevie Why, B-Rad, the L-Word, MamaPimp, Sours, Milk, E-Dogg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton

As I dragged my four-foot semi-flaccid dick through the swath of poorly-lubricated and cum-drizzled remains of my ex-girlfriends’
miscarried fetuses, I realized I had made a mistake. I just baked those fetuses in the oven for an hour at 300°, but I forgot to turn the
oven off! I rushed out of the Applebee’s bathroom I was in, regrettably leaving the mess behind for someone else to enjoy, and called
a Lyft (I’m banned from Uber for asking a driver if I could sprinkle my toenail clippings on her vulva and suck them up through a
straw). As soon as I got home I turned the oven off and remembered that “The Publication may have been funded in part or in whole
by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal members, and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student organization at
UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements, and views expressed in this or any other publication published and/or distributed
by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC
San Diego, the University of California, and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears
and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” I called another Lyft (Remember, I’m banned from Uber for asking a driver if she would pour ranch in my ear while repeatedly telling me
“You ready for the rodeo boy? Remember the sounds of the ranch... remember your training...today is your
day!”) and headed on back to the Applebee’s. As we pulled in, I noticed the Applebee’s was appreciably more
crowded. As I made my way through the crowd, I realized this was a Sigma Chi rush event. I opened the
bathroom door and immediately my heart sank. There were four men wearing head-to-toe Sigma Chi
apparel already gorging themselves on the sauteed miscarried fetuses I had spent all day yesterday
marinating for sixteen hours in my “fetish relish”. I was about to snap when one of them gave me a
firm pat on the bum, tagging me in to the bloodfeast. After consuming as many pounds of fetus meat
as I could handle, I couldn’t help but stay mad at the Sigma Chis. I would have been able to forgive
them if they had not eaten ALL of the ceviche I had set aside for dipping sauce.

World Famous
Top Five Lists
Top 5 Reason Potato Salad
Is Just Like a Black Woman’s
Asshole
1. You don’t see either at a white person’s
barbeque
2. Both should never be touched
3. They smell like shit
4. Redneck white guys are overly enthusiastic
about how fucking great they are
5. There are lots of chunks of things you
don’t recognize inside both
Top 5 Signs You Were Raped
by the Ice Cream Man
1. The 32 flavors at baskin robbin’s aren’t the
flavors you know
2. You’re still surprised you have to pay for ice
cream at stores
3. Drumsticks have a different meaning to you
4. All your sex involves a lot of churning
5. You still put on the Ice Cream Truck jingle
before you have sex
Top 5 Reasons Being in
Greenpeace Is Like Being a Fly
1. You are an annoyance for everyone else
around
2. You can often be found living in an alley
dumpster
3. Even when someone swats at you, you still
go back for more
4. There’s never just one of you around
5. Who the fuck would give a fly money
Top 5 Things to Do With Your
Writing TA’s Ponytail
1. Tell him it sucks
2. Ask him where he got it
3. Cut it off
4. Add some braids for a fun and funky look
5. Ask him if it comes in mens
Top 5 COOLEST Freshman on
Campus
1. Adam – A rebellious youth who has a Bob
Marley poster in is room and owns a 2-perc
bong, dude.
2. Keith – most chill Fall 2015 Sigma Chi
pledge who just got a fake ID from his big and
can totally buy you a cheap handle
3. Jessica – All the dudes on Argo 4 agree this
chick is the hottest on campus: she thinks so
too
4. Mark – A stern hip-hop head who’s taste in
music is so good that he plays his playlist
on a bluetooth speaker in his backpack for
everyone to enjoy
5. Michelle – Don’t let the public toenail
clipping dissuade you, Michelle’s collection of
colorful post-it notes and ankle-length dresses
scream “I take it in the ass”

Top 5 Ways to Confuse Your
Foreign Professor
1. Speak in idioms, that will show them who’s
the cat’s meow (probably use a different
idiom)
2. Ask them a question
3. Explain the American political system
4. Tell them the Koala isn’t the official paper
on campus
5. Turn off their projector
Top 5 Ways to Get Fucked up
If You’re Straight Edge
1. Take a nap for over 20 minutes
2. Torrent Photoshop
3. Cross when the light is green but the walk
signal isn’t on
4. Take neither Tylenol nor Asprin when you
have a headache
5. Write your paper without spellcheck
Top 5 Ways to Be a Thug in
The Rain
1. Wear your cute pink rain boots with
daisies on them
2. Turn off traction control
3. Adorn yourself with a cotton suit
4. Use your umbrella as a pimp cane
5. Waterproof cocaine – it’s called crack
Top 5 Reasons Lamps Are
Better than People
1. Lamps light up your world like nobody else
2. Ugly people can turn lamps on
3. Lamps are actually around during your
darkest hour
4. Lamps don’t tell you that you need to wash
your dishes because you left them in the sink
last night and they are starting to get a little
smelly and grow fungus
5. Lamps don’t take pictures of their food
Top 5 Reasons Your
Sommelier Might Be a Somali
1. He keeps insisting he needs your boat keys
to open the bottle
2. The flies are more attracted to their face
than the wine
3. Instead of popping corks he’s popping caps
4. He paired your caviar with Cabernet
Sauvignon
5. Is there a difference?
Top 5 Reasons Gays Shouldn’t
Get Married
1. How many more elaborate weddings can
single girl attend before killing herself???!
2. Their fashion style as a couple will exceed
all other couples, therefore agitatingly stylish
heterosexual power couples everywhere
3. Will two guys, with one cup be allowed???
That’s fucking gnarly
4. Marriage isn’t something anyone should be
forced into, even bottom of the hierarchy gay
people
5. They’re hella gay

Top 5 Concealed Weapon
Foods
1. Knife butter
2. Pistol lemonade
3. Flame thrower burrito
4. Razor blade cheese-its
5. Watermellon shrapnel grenade
Top 5 Reasons Brick Is the
Best Building Material
1. Low Maintenance – spend the weekend
with your family and friends, not trying to fix a
peeling wall!
2. Brick buildings, particiularly double brick,
have excellent thermal mass.
3. The density of brick makes for a quieter
building compared to lighter weight materials,
reducing external sound such as aircraft and
road noise.
4. Clay brick has classic, timeless quality, while
still being contemporary, innovative and
versatile
5. The CSIRO survey of houses in the 1983
Ash Wednesday fires in Victoria1 showed that
masonry walls significantly reduce the chances
of a house being destroyed by bushfire.
Top 5 Things to Say Before
Shooting up Your School
1. I’ll give it a shot
2. Gotta beat the high score!
3. Goddamnit, there was another shooting
today?
4. Suns out, guns out!
5. Wish you had fucked me now, don’t you?
Top 5 Drinking Coconut Water
Is Like Eating Pussy
1. Everyone talks about how fucking great it
is, but they secretly hate it
2. So so SO much white, clear liquid in your
mouth
3. One tastes like pussy, the other is eating
pussy
4. You should only do it if you’re REALLY
thirsty
5. You feel like a fucking hero afterwards
Top 1 Thing to Do Under
Water
1. Drown
Top 10 Gangsta Musicals
1. The Nutcracka’
2. Chitty Chitty Bang Bang Bang Motha’
Fucka’
3. Slayin’ In The Rain
4. Rent: I Needs It, Nigga!
5. Ice Cube on Ice
6. Bye Bye Birdie Forever Cause You Got
Gunned Down In Da Streets
7. East Side Story
8. Guys and Rachet Ass Hoes
9. The Sound of Gat Music
10. The Book of ... What Are Books?
Think your candy ass can do better?
Come and shoot us at Home Plate on
Fridays at 4:20!

Even More World Famous
Top 5 Lists!
Top 5 Things Only White
People Say, Part II
1. Blasè
2. Country Club
3. Okie-Dokie
4. SHHHH! There’s a black guy over there...
5. That is some tasty mayonaise!
Top 5 Ways the Holocaust Is
Like a Morning Cup of Coffee
1. White people can’t get enough of it
2. That gross burnt smell
3. Both were created by someone who wanted
to be an artist
4. The end is always bittersweet
5. Both help you get skinny
Top 5 Ways to Grow a
Prehensile Tail
1. Devolve
2. Cut off your current tail, the next will grow
back bigger
3. 2% milk
4. Miracle-Gro, duh
5. Just learn to tame your ass forrest, bro

Top 5 Ways the Nike Swoosh
Supports the Patriarchy
1. That curve makes me feel like a predator is
replicating my hips
2. It tells you to “just do it” without even
asking for consent
3. It was sewn by female child slaves, which was
an initiative intended to give girls more jobs,
but just ended up being sexist
4. The shoes they’re on have given men arch
support for decades!
5. My nipples always poke through my sports
bra, which is another obvious ploy to sexualize
female chests and satisfy men
Top 10 White Privilege Litmus
Tests
1. Your family reunion’s aren’t in a public park
2. You don’t have a preferred pronoun
3. You think all lives matter
4. You don’t live in Fresno
5. Your Amazon packages don’t get stolen
6. You have your own Netflix account
7. You don’t have the OG I-clicker 1
8. You don’t go to bed hungry
9. You don’t know what FAFSA stands for
10. You know how to swim

Top 5 Ways to Get Into a
Jewish Frat Party
1. Walk through the front door, they are
desperate for friends
2. Through the chimney
3. Gold suit
4. Bribe the guy at the door with a shiny half
dollar
5. Just don’t, it’s not worth your time
Top 5 Places to Teach a Black
Person How to Swim
1. The Black Sea
2. An above ground pool
3. My bathtub – I can’t be seen with these
floaties on, nigga
4. The getaway canal
5. Face down in the prison showers
Top 5 Rhyming Pickup Lines
1. I won’t call you a slut if I can pee in your
butt
2. Want a baby? Call me, maybe?
3. Take a nap and I’ll give you the clap!
4. You have pretty eyes, try my salty surprise!
5. Girl, you got as many holes as swiss cheese,
just go ahead and blow me please

UCSD Frats Compete in The
“Sexual Assault Olympics”
“I’m really not comfortable with this” cried the sorority girl, as
an SAE bro slipped a finger in her ass. “This is assault.”
For the sorority girl, the situation described above means years
of counseling. For the SAE bro, it means another two points
toward a Sexual Assault Olympic medal.
The Sexual Assault Olympics is an annual competition held
among UCSD fraternities. Frat members score points by
sexually assaulting girls around campus. Frat members can also
score bonus points by doing things like unsolicited anal, slut-shaming victims after the assaults, and uploading videos to revenge
porn sites. Whichever frat has the most points at the end of the
year wins the “Golden Roofie” trophy and a six-month supply of
morning-after pills.
“The competition really captures the spirit of fraternities at
UCSD,” explained the Interfraternity Council President, “Sexual
assault requires teamwork, inner-strength, and a complete lack of
integrity.”
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is the reigning champion, and the
prohibitive favorite for this year’s competition. SAE Senior Devan
Dimonsen leads the school with 14 solo rapes.
“Devan is an absolute stud,” remarked the SAE chapter
president, “If you get him drunk enough, he’d rape anyone—even
Hilary Clinton.”
The Koala will continue coverage of this year-long
competition.

UCSD Fall Fashion Report
Welcome back, kiddos! Your resident Koala trendwatcher here, bringing you up to the minute on
what’s hot and what’s not here on campus. (Reprinted annually since 1982)

L

adies, a trip to Target is a must. This year, we’re seeing strong

“Buy” trends for sweatpants. Plaid pajama bottoms will
do if you decided to wash your sweats for some reason.
Also, you’re going to need hair-ties because all signs point to this
being the Year of the Ponytail. If you’re Asian, get your hands on a
UCSD sweatshirt. For blondes and redheads less than 20 pounds
overweight, grab a pair of short shorts for warmer weather. And in
the cold, you can’t go more versatile than a pair of jeans. Jeans tell
your classmates you’re trying, and tell your date you’re not. Where
sweats say, “Hell no I didn’t shave for this,” jeans carry just the right
whiff of aggressive paranoia that warns, “Tonight, it’s consensual or
nothing, pal.” Speaking of shaving, shave minutes off your morning
prep time by skipping the makeup and opting instead for oversized
sunglasses. Shoewise, it’s official – flats, flats, flats.

G

uys, the push we saw towards the end of last spring

has continued right across the summer, gaining strength,
if any- thing.You can’t miss with T-shirts, shorts, and
flip-flops are a can’t miss. For the sun-kissed and not obviously
unathletic, you may be able to pull off board shorts all the way
through the month of October. After Halloween, though, you
will fit in and stand out at the same time by switching to gym
shorts. If you’re actually athletic (we’re talking “rugby”-athletic,
not “lacrosse”-athletic, sorry boys!), emphasizing your bod with
a tank-top is a great way to distract attention away from your
pocked face. If you’re Asian, get your hands on a UCSD sweatshirt.
Accessorizing with a hat not only makes us wonder when you
last showered, but dares us to come closer to find out. Top your
stylish look off with a pair of sunglasses. Don’t be afraid to go off
the reservation a little on this one – sunglasses are a great place to
add a splash of color to your look.

Party Reviews
1
2
3
4
5

Professor X Rises
It was my good homie’s birthday and his
rich ass parents hooked us up with a VIP table
at some fucking lame EDM nightclub in LA:
needless to say, I was pretty stoked. The night
started, like all good nights do, with coke and
strippers – yeah, really, coke and strippers.
We were held up at one of the suites at
The Standard Hotel in Hollywood where
we quickly blew through most of our first
8-ball of coke and a few fifths of my best
friend from Tennessee, Jack, as we waited
for Bessie and Teriyaki Delight to arrive (-3
because fuck bing bong food). After my nose
was sufficiently clogged and I couldn’t keep
a conversation without slipping “fuck you” in
there somewhere, the ratchet bought bitches
finally arrived. Bessie, the first one to squeeze
through the door, was tri-delt status. She
had the fakest tits I’ve ever seen with fishnet
stockings, and a miniskirt shorter than your
dad’s micropenis. The other was comparable
to an Asian chick that you hook up with at a
random village party if you’ve had 6-7 drinks
and said “ni hao” enough times for you to
break the ice – not bad. After the strippers
rubbed their dry cunts on enough flaccid dicks
they took their money and left. I thought to
myself, “Good, now we can get back to the
coke.”
Finishing the second 8-ball (+1 two nostrils
and a loose eyelid) led to us finally leaving the
room to catch an Uber to the club (-2.5 product
placement). When we arrived the line was
down the block. We, however, had the fucking
VIP ticket – Koala’s get respect wherever
we go. We skipped the line and entered the
club like a group of Sigma Chi’s entering a gay
bar; ready to fuck. We were greeted by our
PRIVATE FUCKING BODYGUARD (+5 for a
hired thug). Yeah that’s right fuckers, a private,
goddamn, bodyguard. His name was Mike
and he looked like I like my coffee: tall, dark,
and as cold and bitter as your ex-girlfriend.
One round of bottle service turned into two
rounds, and two promptly turned into three,
just like how your cousin suddenly became hot
when you turned 13-years-old. Because the
fifths of vodka cost $600 each, I made sure to
drink as much as humanly possible in order to
get my fill – I blacked the fuck out.
The rest of this story was told to me by
my pussy friends who didn’t black out and
scavenged from the many snapchats that I got
to enjoy the next morning (+1.5 social media).
First, I snorted some molly off some chick’s
stomach in the VIP after she ate my face for a
few minutes in the private bathroom. Second,
I decided it would be appropriate to yell at
people that were in the main part of the club
that they were “pussies” and “could never
touch me” (+2 they couldn’t, Mike was the
best). Finally, after my drinking reached its

Lopsided
Lopsided
Lopsided
Lopsided
Lopsided

Rush
Rush
Rush
Rush
Rush

Boob: This girl probably has breast cancer
Boobs: Just your average UCSD chick
Boobs: You would think more are better...
Boobs: Two pair beats a pair, I guess
Boobs: You can never have too many tits

inevitable apex, I drunkenly slumped down
on one of the couches and started drooling
on myself. The bouncers and managers took
this as the perfect attempted to kick me the
fuck out. When they tried to pry me from
my seat I, in my stupor, thought they were
trying to take my shirt off, so I complied and
took my shirt off (+1.5 no sun, guns still out).
I guess that they’d had enough of my shit so
they threw me in a wheelchair and we, as the
great philosopher Ludacris once said, ROLLED
OUT (-2 fuckin’ cripples). To their surprise, I
instantly transformed into Professor X and
sped off to save the world – true story.
3.5/5 Lopsided Rush Boobs

Sixth college), and looked for the ass slab I
slaughtered just a few hours earlier. It turns
out that I had hallucinated most everything – I
had ended up with a forsaken hippopotamus.
This weighty fiend looked like Steve Buscemi’s
fucking vinegar strokes (-3 sleeping with a fat
chick). I turned to my other side to find the
limp body of the dog who we fucked on top of
(-1 star for taking it worse than Ray Rice’s wife),
which turned out not to be a baby. I realized
I need to get out of the apartment as quickly
as possible, to cry myself back to sleep at my
dorm, but the Hippopotamus amphibius woke
up, and asked me where I was going. Before I
could come up with an excuse, the malt liquor
hangover hit me, and I puked all over my hefty
date (+3.5 always cook her breakfast). Before
she could let out a primal cry, I ran through the
door to the unforgiving morning light.
0.5/5 Lopsided Rush Boobs

Saturday Night Safari
The second I walked in the house I was
bombarded with beatbox and the common
friendly party hippopotami, who began begging
me to beat their box (-2 a man can only
handle so much beatbox). Escaping the horde,
I managed to find some gas-station quality
liquor, and the highest quality freshman-dorm
grown shrooms, with which I got more fucked
up than Robert Downey Jr. when he was 12
(+0.5 I’m 13, bitch). At this point I took up the
noble pursuit for a woman with a moderate
BMI to “get friendly” with.
Beginning my quest, I stumbled into the
backyard, and suddenly tripped, accidentally
kicking the neighbors dog (+1 for the dog
taking it like a champ, unlike Ray Rice’s wife). I
was soon met face to face with the middle-aged
neighbor-lady with a surprisingly unpleasant
disposition. I could only focus on the fact
that this 40-something-year-old woman was
wearing yoga pants, and they actually made
her badonadonk look decent. I considered the
daily destruction this dark-tinted-hippo likely
had brought upon her bodacious behind every
night for the past thirty years, and decided I
wanted my fair share (-1 drunken Socialism). I
mustered all the brainpower I could to get my
point across to my naive victim, directed my
finger in her general direction, and grunted in
my deep husky voice, “Me want fuck!”
(+2 communication).
As it turns out, we were on the same page,
as she grunted back with an endearing “I’m
going to call the fucking cops you insolent
asshole!” She led me into her house, where I
decided it was my turn to show some initiative.
I stumbled into a room with a baby’s crib and
we began to fuck to the sweet sweet sound
of a child crying (+1 groovy tunes). I was so
fucked up I couldn’t tell whether the screams
were hers or the baby next to us, cheering us
on. Soon after dispensing my load in the dark
void below me, I lost my memory and passed
out in the crib (+2 sleeping like a baby).
The next morning, I woke up in the
fucking Matthews Apartments (-1 going to

Soccer Shitfest
Walking in the door of this Costa Verde
apartment was a simultaneous assault to all
5 senses, the scene of more college students
packed into this tiny space than sardines in a
fucking tin oppressed my eyeholes, and the
thick air, humid with the putrid stench of
sweaty, drunk, nerds made me want to huff
HCl to relieve the pain (+2 chemical induced
happiness). The intermittent wailing of axewound-wielding engineers was a nails-onthe-chalkboard delight, perfectly paired with
the persistent “Bro”-ing of the #17th best
division II male soccer team made me want to
smash my fucking skull in the kitchen garbage
compactor (-3 what kind of Americans play
soccer?).
A slap and slurp later, the taste of the nowhot bag of Franzia brought back memories that
were best left forgotten, but were somehow
more pleasant than the present (+1 one in
the bag). Within 2 minutes I found my crowd,
too drunk to stand, leaning on each-other,
as we continued down our righteous path
of alcoholism (+2 I put the AA in NCAA). I
slapped that dirty whore of a bag one more
time, steeling myself to into a full on nose dive
towards Blackoutville, becoming one with
the true booze vulture I know I was born to
be. I made the rounds of the party one last
time, drinking from every fifth and handle,
slapping any bag or woman that came my way,
causing all the destruction that Hurricane
Patricia couldn’t (-1 never joke about natural
disasters). I managed to stable my woozy
limbs, and looked up to find the entire party
in various states of unconsciousness around
me. Remaining Francia bag in hand, I stumbled
out into the night claiming my victory – who’s
undefeated now, bitch?
1/5 Lopsided Rush Boobs

Koala Personals
caust” jokes are the best jokes around.You’re
a liar if you say you don’t make any of these
jokes. This politically correct plague is just
bullshit. When an excessively fat person walks
by you, both you and I both think “fat fuck,” you
know you do. When someone is being frugal
you think “that jew,” its true. I think the students at UCSD need to realize that if you are
offended by what some random person on the
internet says, you have some problems yourself.
Randy out.

From: A Concerned Peckerwood
After a long and relaxing summer in
my cozy suburb, coming back to asian
invasion UCSD was a culture shock on
par with flying Kuwait Air over Iraq into
Jordan (where you’re the only one NOT
wearing a turban).The percentage of
Asian students at this school can only be
rivaled by Japanese Internment camps in
WWII. As evidence, we can just look at
the food available on campus. It’s hard to
eat something that doesn’t contain
chicken and rice or some other similar
combination. Furthermore, I see flyers
for clubs and events that don’t have a
single word in english on them. WHERE
MY PECKERWOODS AT!
From: Randy
I’m an incoming freshman a part of “the class
of 2019” Facebook page and I am already being
hit by the wave of bullshit. Everyone is acting
like we’re all a great big family and now the
admins are enforcing a no offensive comment
policy as voted by the incoming freshmen. I
mean come on’ “racial, sexist, 9/11, and holo

From: Arnie
These rocks, these stones, these cursed
trunks of mine. I say Leesa, go home,
you’re tired, you’ve had enough and she
say Jeem, please, I know what I want
I want you to use me like one of your
toys, cum in my eye, the other side of my
throat, wherever you please. Pleese. I no
longer slide into my pants, or any legged
beasts I wear to face the outside world. I
try, I cry, I search my soul for something
more, but they just stare back, and Leesa
sucking my neeple for the third time
of the hour, it does not end for me, my
friends.
From: Z0nk3d
As I sit here, 1 am just finishing sending out
some craiglist responses to the m4m personals to get my dick sucked...because you know
I’m to lazy to actually come out and stuff...I’m
just absolutely perplexed by my fucking roommate. Who the fuck from China watches 1980s
American borrow films while simultaneously
listening to K-pop. Weird kid. Other than that
life has started to suck some sour musk dick
nuts for me. My classes are cool and my grades
aren’t bad but I’m fucking uninspired I feel like
everyone I’m around is just mocking for a spot

and there’s nothing real learning wise going on.
Yeah I know I’m being a major bitch...but ya
know I’m in college when else are you allowed
to be a little bitch?
From: Jon Alani
At first I thought he was just eating
cereal really loudly on the top bunk and
then it happened again. I realized that it
wasn’t just a 4 am craving of cold milk
soup but rather something more sinister.
The sound I was hearing was the kind
of sound your mouth makes if you open
and close it when it’s really dry. I don’t
know how to really describe it, but I’d say
“sloshing”.Then he started panting like a
thirsty dog and it dawned on me that my
roommate was jerkin’ off in bed at 4:37
am in the morning. I started turning over
in my sheets and I heard him stop, but
after I’d held my position for a few
seconds, then bastard started right back
up. I honestly wanted to just get back
to sleep but you can’t exactly just fall
back asleep after that; I mean it was loud
enough to wake me up.This has been
going on since week 3 of Fall quarter. 3 to
4 times a week I’m awoken by this same
noise.
From: Traffic Circle Squares
TRAFFIC CIRCLES CAN SUCK MY COCK.
PEOPLE DON’T UNDERSTAND THE
FUCKING CONCEPT.
1. BITCH,YOU GOTTA BE CONFIDENT AND
JUST DRIVE
2.YES, IT’S A CIRCLE
3. FUCKN ACCELERATE
4. NO STOP SIGN MEANS DON’T STOP AT
EVERY STREET INTERSECTION
5. IT’S A FUCKING CIRCLE, NOT THE INVENTION OF PAPERLESS MONEY

